About Patti: Patti is a psychic-medium and “good” witch. She was voted number one psychic, medium, trance
medium, tarot reader, witch / magical practitioner, crystal & stone energy healer and life coach in the world for
2015 – 2016 in an Internationally competition by Times Square Press. In addition, she also won number one
Intuitive Entertainer Occult Personality of the year and number one influential women in business. She has
recently graced 6 magazine covers including American Psychic & Medium, Art, UFO and Supernatural,
Parapsychology and Mind Power, 4th Dimension and Stars Illustrated and has contributed or been a part of
over 20 books, several of which are Amazon Bestsellers.

Witchcraft, Paganism and Nature Based Spirituality
in our Modern
Paganism, witchcraft and magick are ancient practices that connect

us with nature, create positive change, and deepen the
experience of life. They are also the core of a living spiritual
practice for many modern seekers. There are as many ways to
embrace magical living as there are practitioners, but all work to
lead us into deeper understanding of ourselves and the world
that is our home. This weekend will give basic information of
what these belief systems really are (and are not) and how you
can use these ideas, practices and techniques in your life to
create a better, happier, more connected and productive life
while affirming your role as a co-creator of the cosmos.

Space is limited for Patti’s events so
please give us a call @ (972) 2218080 to sign up for her workshops
and/0r Private Sessions
Miracles of Joy

701 S. Old Orchard Lane Ste. C

Lewisville, TX 75067

Living a Magical Life
with Patti Negri “The Good Witch”
Saturday Workshop Part One: What is Witchcraft & Paganism?
From 11am-1pm $30 adv./ $35 door
This workshop will include the basic similarities and differences of the various popular paths and how you can use these ideas and
techniques in your own life and spiritual practices. What is a witch? What is a pagan? What is shamanism? We will include the basics
of doing and creating rituals, the main pagan holidays and sabots, working with the elements and moon cycles and magical creation.
Folk magic, Faery magic, wicca, British traditional, chaos, ceremonial, green, root worker, eclectic, solitary, secular, hedge, Celtic,
Christian, are only a few of the paths and magical styles out there. You can choose to identify yourself as a particular type or no type
at all – or identify with as many as you like. Personally, I throw many into a big cauldron and pick and choose my practice by my
needs of the moment. This is one of the many pluses to witchcraft and Pagan basic belief system that you may follow a particular
tradition or follow your own inspiration. Paganism is not dogmatic. Pagans pursue their own vision of the Divine as a direct and
personal experience.

Saturday Workshop Part Two: Spell Crafting & Basic Elemental Earth Magic
From 1pm-3pm $30 adv./ $35 door
I believe that magic is all around us. I do not believe that you have to be a witch or a psychic to do spell work and create real change.
But, there are definitely some rules and guidelines you need to follow. The power that makes a spell successful is not to be found in a
book. The real power that makes a spell work dwells within you and the energy around you. When you understand the true nature of
the energy you work with, you can make real magic. I have been practicing natural magic my entire life. My specialty is in adjusting
energy and flow – in people, spaces, situations, most anything. I work organically by creating spells and rituals that arrange natural
elements to the rhythms and cycles of the universe. This can bring about healing, change our lives for the better, and create balance. I
work heavily with mother earth’s natural elements, using oils, herbs, sounds and stones in my workings. This in no way clashes with
spiritual or religious beliefs because magic acknowledges a supreme force of goodness and light. In this workshop I will go over the
basics of spell casting, give you the tools and information to create your own spell, and we will do a fun and effective “practice spell”
together.

Saturday’s Group Ritual
From 3pm-4pm $10 if attended Patti’s Workshops / $20 if not
The waning moon is a time of cleansing, clearing, shedding old patterns, bad habits and releasing things in our lives that we no
longer want. During the Waning Moon the Mother Goddess is transformed into the Crone. This aspect of the Goddess is winter,
night, wisdom, counsel, the gateway to death and reincarnation. We will use this magical time of year and moon cycle to do a
ritual where each of us can let go of what we no longer wish to carry with us in our lives in a beautiful group ceremony.

Saturday Night Séance
From 6-8pm $30 adv./ $35 door
Patti has been able to communicate with the spirit world since she was a toddler and consciously since she conducted her first
séance at the age of eight. Since then she has conducted séances on radio, film, TV and in living rooms across America. She
cannot guarantee a spirit encounter…. but strange, beautiful and magical manifestations most always occur – and everyone
attending will have an opportunity to communicate with a loved one if so desired. Always uplifting, Patti only works in the light
and is very careful to call in and work with only positive, friendly, helpful spirits and (just in case) is very well versed in “psychic
protection” methods for all of her workings.

Sunday Workshop: Living a magical life every day!
From 5-7 pm $30 adv./ $35 door

Tips and tricks to live a joyful, productive and conscious life 24 hours a day!

In this workshop we will discuss – and practice - fun easy ways to add magic to every moment of your life. Simple, fun and free
techniques you can add to every aspect of your day to create and manifest the life you want! Everything from how to deal with
difficult relationships, your own personal blocks, fears and limitations, to how to develop your own psychic ability and intuition
and to tune into your own guides and deity. (color, sounds, love, house clear, love, etc.)

